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A peptide inhibitor that rescues polyglutamine-
induced synaptic defects and cell death through
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Polyglutamine (polyQ) diseases, including spinocerebellar
ataxias and Huntington’s disease, are progressive neurodegen-
erative disorders caused by CAG triplet-repeat expansion in the
coding regions of disease-associated genes. In this study, we
found that neurotoxic small CAG (sCAG) RNA species, micro-
scopic Ataxin-2 CAG RNA foci, and protein aggregates exist as
independent entities in cells. Synaptic defects and neurite
outgrowth abnormalities were observed in mutant Ataxin-2-
expressing mouse primary cortical neurons. We examined the
suppression effects of the CAG RNA-binding peptide beta-
structured inhibitor for neurodegenerative diseases (BIND)
in mutant Ataxin-2-expressing mouse primary cortical neu-
rons and found that both impaired synaptic phenotypes and
neurite outgrowth defects were rescued. We further demon-
strated that BIND rescued cell death through inhibiting
sCAG RNA production, Ataxin-2 CAG RNA foci formation,
and mutant Ataxin-2 protein translation. Interestingly, when
the expanded CAG repeats in the mutant Ataxin-2 transcript
was interrupted with the alternative glutamine codon CAA,
BIND’s inhibitory effect on mutant protein aggregation was
lost. We previously demonstrated that BIND interacts physi-
cally and directly with expanded CAG RNA sequences. Our
data provide evidence that the BIND peptide associates with
transcribed mutant CAG RNA to inhibit the formation of toxic
species, including sCAG RNA, RNA foci, and polyQ protein
translation and aggregation.
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INTRODUCTION
Polyglutamine (polyQ) diseases, including Huntington’s disease and
several types of spinocerebellar ataxias (SCAs), are progressive neuro-
degenerative disorders caused by genomic CAG triplet-repeat expan-
sion. PolyQ toxicity is mediated through the transcription of
expanded CAG repeats in the exons of disease-associated genes,
including huntingtin and ataxins. Transcripts carrying mutant
CAG repeats produce proteins containing elongated polyQ stretches.1

Overexpression of polyQ protein in mice leads to polyQ protein
aggregate formation and progressive neurological defects.2 Sequestra-
tion of soluble proteins into polyQ aggregates leads to deficits in
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cellular functions. For instance, sequestration of the CREB-binding
protein (CBP), a transcription regulator, into polyQ protein aggre-
gates results in a reduction in the soluble CBP level and downregula-
tion of CBP-mediated gene transcription.3 Ceasing the expression of
the mutant polyQ transgene in symptomatic mice can result in the
clearance of polyQ aggregates and the reversal of locomotor abnor-
malities.4 These findings highlight the involvement of polyQ protein
aggregates in disease pathogenesis. Besides protein aggregation,
expanded CAG RNAs are capable of forming RNA foci.5 When
mutant expanded triplet CAG-repeat sequences are inserted into
the untranslated region of a reporter construct, the transcribed elon-
gated CAG RNA no longer produces the polyQ protein. Under this
condition, neurodegeneration has been detected in animal models.6

This finding suggests that non-translatable elongated CAG RNA
can still elicit neurotoxicity. This phenomenon is termed CAG
RNA toxicity. Expanded CAG-repeat-containing transcripts can
serve as substrates of Dicer to produce small CAG RNA species,7 trig-
gering the silencing of CUG-containing RNAs in polyQ disease
models8 and patients.9 We previously reported that the sCAG
RNA-mediated gene-silencingmechanism causes the downregulation
of NUDT16 expression, which results in the induction of cellular
DNA damage.10 The genomic expansion of CAG repeats causes the
transcription of mutant CAG transcripts, which further leads to the
production of sCAG RNA and the formation of RNA foci and polyQ
protein aggregates. These species all contribute to the pathogenesis of
polyQ disease.

Our group has developed peptide inhibitors to neutralize CAG RNA
toxicity in polyQ degeneration.11,12 The design of these inhibitors was
based on the nucleolin (NCL) protein.13 The NCL protein carries four
RNA recognition motifs (RRMs). We previously reported that the
NCL RRM2 and RRM3 domains directly interact with CAG
RNA.14 The 21 amino acid peptide beta-structured inhibitor for
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neurodegenerative diseases (BIND) interacts with expanded CAG
RNA at low micromolar levels.12 This peptide is also capable of
rescuing cell death in mutant CAG RNA-expressing cells.12

In this study, we examined sCAG production, RNA foci formation,
and polyQ protein translation and aggregation in an Ataxin-2 disease
cell model and showed that mutant Ataxin-2 cytotoxicity positively
correlated with the abundance of these toxic species in both a
CAG-repeat-length- and time-dependent manner. Treating Ataxin-
2-expressing cells with the peptide inhibitor BIND led to a significant
reduction in all of the above biomarkers, including the sCAG level,
RNA foci, polyQ translation and aggregation, and cell death. BIND
treatment also rescued mutant Ataxin-2-induced synaptic defects in
mouse primary cortical neurons.

RESULTS
Mutant expanded CAGRNA induces cytotoxicity by contributing

to sCAGRNA production, RNA foci formation, and polyQ protein

aggregation

To investigate different neurotoxic species in Ataxin-2 pathologies,
mutant Ataxin-2 constructs containing ascending numbers of
CAG repeats (SCA2CAG22/42/72/104) were expressed in SK-N-MC neu-
roblastoma cells. We recently reported that sCAG RNAs, which are
cleaved from expanded CAG-repeat transcripts by the ribonuclease
Dicer,15 cause silencing of NUDT16 and trigger genomic DNA
damage.10 Here, we observed robust sCAG RNA production in
SCA2CAG42/72/104-expressing cells. The increasing amounts of sCAG
RNAs were positively correlated with the CAG-repeat lengths of
the constructs (Figure 1A). As previously reported, the generation
of toxic sCAG RNAs resulted in silencing of NUDT16 in these cells,
lowering the level of NUDT16 transcription and NUDT16 protein
expression (Figure 1A). We also found that this subsequently led to
the phosphorylation of ATR/checkpoint kinase 1 (CHK1) and
ATM/CHK2 (Figure 1A), indicating the activation of both the single-
and double-stranded DNA-damage-response signaling pathways.16,17

We further detected an enhanced level of caspase 3 cleavage (Fig-
ure 1A), which is a marker of cell death. In contrast, the levels of
sCAG RNA, NUDT16, phosphorylated DNA-damage-related ki-
nases, and cleaved caspase 3 in the unexpanded SCA2CAG22-express-
ing cells remained similar to those in the untransfected control cells
(Figure 1A). Moreover, knock down of Dicer was found to suppress
the activation of the above DNA damage kinases and the cleavage
of caspase 3, illustrating the role of Dicer in cleaving the expanded
CAG RNAs into the sCAG RNAs that led to cellular DNA damage
and apoptosis (Figure S1). A comet assay was then performed to mea-
sure the tail moment of damaged DNA migrating away from the nu-
cleus, which indicates the amount of DNA breakage.18 Significant
DNA damage was not observed in SCA2CAG22-expressing cells
when compared with the untransfected control. In SCA2CAG42/72/104-
transfected cells, higher levels of DNA damage were induced in a
CAG-repeat-length-dependent manner (Figures 1B and 1C).

Aside from being cleaved into toxic sCAG RNAs, mutant expanded
CAG RNA forms RNA foci and/or is translated into aggregation-
prone expanded polyQ protein. Both CAG RNA foci and polyQ
protein aggregates are signature pathogenic hallmarks of polyQ
diseases.19,20 Expanded CAG RNA foci are involved in some gain-
of-function and cellular protein sequestration pathological mecha-
nisms that confer neuronal RNA toxicity.21 Expanded polyQ protein
tracts are prone to misfolding to form monomers, oligomers, insol-
uble aggregates with amyloid fibrils, and intracellular inclusions
that contribute to neuronal protein toxicity.20,22 We next conducted
a fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) assay to detect CAG
RNA foci formation and polyQ protein aggregation in the Ataxin-2
cell models. In cells expressing SCA2CAG42/72/104, elevated levels of
CAG RNA foci (Figures 1D and 1E) and polyQ aggregates
(Figures 1D and 1F) were detected, and the extent of the RNA foci
and polyQ aggregates was positively correlated with the CAG-repeat
lengths of the Ataxin-2 constructs. A filter-trap assay was performed
to demonstrate that the extent of insoluble polyQ aggregation
increased in line with the increasing CAG-repeat number of the
constructs (Figure 1G). In the unexpanded control SCA2CAG22-trans-
fected cells, no significant CAG RNA foci formation nor polyQ pro-
tein aggregation was observed (Figures 1D–1G). Taken together,
these results revealed that expanded CAG RNA was the culprit in
generating multiple neurotoxic molecules, including sCAG RNAs,
CAG RNA foci, and polyQ protein aggregates, all of which contribute
to overall cytotoxicity (Figure 1H).

We further observed that the extent of cellular DNA damage
(Figures S2A–S2C), RNA foci formation (Figures S2D and S2E),
protein aggregation (Figures S2D, S2F, and S2G), and subsequent cell
death (Figure S2H) progressed in a time-dependent manner from 24
to 48/72 h. In contrast, these markers in the unexpanded SCA2CAG22
controls remained at comparable levels to those in the untransfected
controls throughout the incubation period (Figure S2). Our findings
highlight that the CAG-repeat-length- and progressive time depen-
dency of sCAGRNAproduction, CAGRNA foci formation, and polyQ
protein aggregation plays an important role in polyQ pathogenesis.

sCAG RNA, CAG RNA foci, and polyQ protein aggregates

individually contribute to mutant Ataxin-2 cytotoxicity

We generated two mutant Ataxin-2 constructs, SCA2DATGCAG115 and
SCA2CAA/G104, to examine the independent contribution of sCAG
RNA, RNA foci, and protein aggregation to mutant Ataxin-2 cytotox-
icity. The SCA2DATGCAG115 construct lacks the ATG initiation codon,
while the SCA2CAA/G104 construct carries non-continuous CAG re-
peats. We showed that SCA2DATGCAG115–expressing cells displayed
sCAG RNA (Figure 2A) and CAG RNA foci (Figures 2D and 2E)
but not polyQ protein translation (Figure 2B) nor aggregation
(Figures 2C, 2D, and 2F). On the contrary, SCA2CAA/G104–expressing
cells only displayed polyQ protein (Figure 2B) and aggregates
(Figures 2C, 2D, and 2F) but not sCAG RNA (Figure 2A) and CAG
RNA foci (Figures 2D and 2E). Importantly, only a moderate level
of cell death was observed in either the sCAG RNA-/RNA foci-pre-
senting SCA2DATGCAG115 cells or polyQ protein-/aggregate-present-
ing SCA2CAA/G104 cell model (Figure 2G) when compared with those
that were transfected with the unmodified SCA2CAG104 model
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Figure 1. The generation of small CAG RNA, CAG RNA foci, and polyQ protein aggregates are positively correlated with the CAG repeats of the Ataxin-2

constructs

(A) Elevated levels of small CAG (sCAG) RNA, phosphorylated ATR (p-ATR), CHK1 (p-CHK1), ATM (p-ATM), CHK2 (p-CHK2), and cleaved caspase 3 proteins were detected

in SCA2CAG42/72/104-expressing SK-N-MC cells. Both the NUDT16 mRNA and protein levels were reduced. (B) Increased DNA damage was observed in the SK-N-MC cells

transfected with SCA2CAG42/72/104 constructs. (C) Quantification of (B). (D) The frequency of CAG RNA foci and polyQ protein aggregates increased with CAG repeats in

SCA2CAG42/72/104-expressing cells. Scale bars: 10 mm. (E and F) Quantification of (D). (G) Filter-trap analysis showed an increase in SDS-insoluble Ataxin-2 protein in SCA2-

CAG42/72/104-expressing SK-N-MC cells. (H) Increased level of cell death was detected in SCA2CAG42/72/104-expressing SK-N-MC cells. Error bars represent ± SD. Statistical

analysis was performed using one-way ANOVA. NS indicates no significance, ***p < 0.001. RNU66, beta-actin, and beta-tubulin were used as loading controls. Experiments

were independently repeated for three times. Only representative images, gels, and blots are shown.
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Figure 2. Both expanded CAG RNA and polyQ protein aggregates contribute to mutant Ataxin-2 cytotoxicity

(A) Elevated levels of sCAG RNA were detected in SK-N-MC cells transfected with SCA2CAG104 or SCA2
DATG

CAG115 (RNA toxicity) but not in cells expressing SCA2CAA/G104

(protein toxicity). (B) polyQ protein translation was observed in SCA2CAG104- or SCA2CAA/G104-expressing SK-N-MC cells but not in SCA2DATGCAG115-expressing cells. (C)

Filter-trap result showed increased level of SDS-insoluble mutant Ataxin-2 protein in SK-N-MC cells expressing SCA2CAG104 orSCA2CAA/G104. (D) SK-N-MC cells transfected

with SCA2CAG104 displayed both CAG RNA foci and polyQ protein aggregates. SCA2DATGCAG115-expressing cells displayed only CAG RNA foci formation but not polyQ pro-

tein aggregation. Only polyQ protein aggregates were observed in SCA2CAA/G104-expressing cells. Scale bars: 10 mm. (E and F) Quantification of (D). (G) Moderate level of cell

death was observed in SK-N-MC cells transfected with either SCA2DATGCAG115 or SCA2CAA/G104 when compared with cells expressing SCA2CAG104. (H) sCAG RNA pro-

duction was suppressed upon the knock down of Dicer in both SCA2CAG104- and SCA2DATGCAG115-expressing SK-N-MC cells. (I) Knocking down Dicer expression did

not alter CAG RNA foci formation in SCA2CAG104- and SCA2DATGCAG115-expressing SK-N-MC cells. (J) Quantification of (I). (K) Cell death induced by SCA2CAG104 and

SCA2DATGCAG115 was partially rescued upon the knock down of Dicer. Error bars represent ± SD. Statistical analysis was performed using one-way ANOVA. NS indicates

no significance, *p < 0.05, ***p < 0.001. RNU66, beta-actin, and beta-tubulin were used as loading controls. Experiments were independently repeated for three times. Only

representative images, gels, and blots are shown.
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(Figure 2G). This indicates that both CAG RNA and polyQ protein
species can individually induce cytotoxicity.

The transcription of mutant Ataxin-2 construct generates sCAGRNA
(Figure 1A) and RNA foci (Figure 1D). Dicer is crucial for sCAGRNA
production.7 We examined the abundance of sCAG RNA and CAG
RNA foci in SCA2CAG104-expressing cells under both control and
Dicer-knockdown conditions and found that Dicer knockdown
only abolished sCAG RNA production (Figure 2H) and did not exert
any effect on CAG RNA foci formation (Figures 2I and 2J). We next
Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 29 September 2022 105
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examined whether Dicer knockdown would modulate Ataxin-2 cyto-
toxicity and found that the silencing of Dicer expression only partially
impacted cell death in SCA2CAG104-expressing cells (Figure 2K). Our
data support a role of sCAG RNA in Ataxin-2 cytotoxicity.

We next employed the SCA2DATGCAG115 cell model, which only pro-
duces sCAG RNA (Figure 2A) and CAG RNA foci (Figure 2D) but
not polyQ aggregates (Figure 2D), to examine the cytotoxicity of
CAG RNA foci. We found that knock down of Dicer expression
abolished sCAG RNA production in SCA2DATGCAG115-expressing
cells (Figure 2H). By means of in situ hybridization, we confirmed
that CAG RNA foci formation in these cells was not altered upon
Dicer knockdown (Figures 2I and 2J). When compared with the
control cells, we continued to detect significant cytotoxicity in the
non-translatable SCA2DATGCAG115-expressing cells under the Dicer-
knockdown condition (Figure 2K). This demonstrates that CAG
RNA foci contribute to Ataxin-2 cytotoxicity.

In the SCA2CAA/G104-construct-transfected cells, we only detected
polyQ protein aggregates (Figure 2D) but not sCAG RNA production
(Figure 2A) nor CAG RNA foci formation (Figure 2D). Despite this,
we could still detect cytotoxicity in SCA2CAA/G104-expressing cells
when compared with controls (Figure 2G). This clearly demonstrates
that polyQ protein contributes to Ataxin-2 cytotoxicity in our cellular
system. Taken together, the above analysis demonstrates that sCAG
RNA, CAG RNA foci, and polyQ aggregates all contribute to
Ataxin-2 cytotoxicity.

BIND treatment fully rescues neurites and synapse loss in

mutant Ataxin-2-expressing mouse primary cortical neurons

After studying the pathogenic deficits at the molecular level, we
moved tomouse primary cortical neurons to examine whether neuro-
degeneration occurred in the form of neurites and synaptic defects
upon overexpression of the mutant Ataxin-2 constructs. Immuno-
staining of neuronal synaptic markers was performed to assess the
integrity of neuronal synapses. In EGFP-SCA2CAG104-expressing neu-
rons, a dramatic reduction in the number of Synapsin I (Figures 3A
and 3B), Bassoon (Figures 3C and 3D), and Homer 1 (Figures 3E
and 3F) puncta was observed. Synapsin I, as a presynaptic marker,
is a neuron-specific phosphoprotein that regulates synaptic vesicle
neurotransmitter release.23 Bassoon is a presynaptic cytomatrix pro-
tein responsible for developing presynaptic terminals.24 Homer 1 is a
core scaffold protein that mediates postsynaptic signaling transduc-
tion.25 The sharp drops in these three marker levels (Figures 3A–
3F) reflected both pre- and postsynaptic damage to the neurons.
Neurite morphologies and arborization were also analyzed. We found
that all of the primary (Figure 3G), secondary (Figure 3H), and
tertiary (Figure 3I) neurites experienced extensive neurite loss when
expressing the EGFP-SCA2CAG104 construct.

Our group previously reported a peptide inhibitor, BIND, that binds
directly to expanded CAG RNA and is capable of alleviating polyQ
toxicity both in vitro and in vivo.12 In this study, a cell-penetrating
peptide, TAT, was linked to the N terminus of BIND to promote
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cellular delivery of the inhibitor. We next conducted a TAT-BIND
treatment assay using EGFP-SCA2CAG104-transfected neurons to
examine whether this expanded CAG RNA binder would rescue neu-
rite loss and synaptic defects. Immunostaining analysis showed that
treatment with 10 mM TAT-BIND attained full suppression of the
synaptic defects, and synapse integrity was recovered, with signifi-
cantly elevated expression of all three synaptic markers: Synapsin I
(Figures 3J and 3K), Bassoon (Figures 3J and 3L), and Homer 1
(Figures 3J and 3M). Neurite morphology was also restored to the
normal level seen in the untransfected or unexpanded EGFP-SCA2-

CAG22 controls (Figures 3N–3P). These findings clearly indicate that
the expanded CAG RNA inhibitor BIND is capable of rescuing
polyQ-induced neurotoxicity.

BIND treatment suppresses mutant Ataxin-2-induced

cytotoxicity by simultaneously inhibiting sCAG RNA production,

RNA foci formation, and protein aggregation

To further investigate the details of the molecular mechanisms behind
the suppression effect of BIND against polyQ-induced cytotoxicity,
we next examined whether BIND could alter sCAG RNA production,
RNA foci formation, or protein aggregation in our polyQ cell models.
BIND was originally discovered as an expanded CAG RNA inhibitor.
Thus, we first examined its suppression effect on CAG RNA toxicity
in an EGFPCAG78-transfected cell model. The expanded CAG-repeat
sequences were placed in the untranslated region of the construct
to prevent the translation of polyQ protein. We found that TAT-
BIND treatment fully suppressed EGFPCAG78-induced cell death
(Figure S3A) through the inhibition of sCAG RNA production (Fig-
ure S3B), DNA damage (Figure S3C), and expanded CAG RNA foci
formation (Figures S3D and S3E). We next confirmed the rescuing
effect of TAT-BIND in our Ataxin-2 cell model to show that TAT-
BIND treatment dose dependently inhibited the cell death induced
by SCA2CAG104, whereas full suppression was also achieved with
10 mM TAT-BIND treatment (Figure 4A). To determine whether
TAT-BIND could alter the transcriptional level of SCA2CAG104, we
conducted RT-PCR and observed that the SCA2CAG104 mRNA levels
were not altered by TAT-BIND treatment (Figure 4B). We then
examined whether the three expanded CAG RNA-derived neurotoxic
molecules (sCAG RNAs, CAG RNA foci, and polyQ aggregates)
could be inhibited by TAT-BIND treatment in our Ataxin-2 cell
model. RT-PCR analysis showed that TAT-BIND treatment inhibited
the production of sCAG RNAs in SCA2CAG104-expressing cells in a
dose-dependent manner (Figure 4C), which subsequently restored
the expression of NUDT16 (Figure 4C). The elevated levels of the
phosphorylated protein kinases in the DNA-damage-response
signaling pathways (phosphorylated ATR [p-ATR], p-CHK1,
p-ATM, and p-CHK2) were reduced together with the level of cleaved
caspase 3, indicating the suppression of cell death (Figure 4C).

To demonstrate that TAT-BIND was indeed delivered into the cells,
fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-labeled TAT-BIND was used to
perform fluorescence microscopic analysis. Intracellular fluorescence
signals of TAT-BIND-FITC were detected (Figure 4D). Furthermore,
upon treatment with TAT-BIND-FITC, the microscopically visible



Figure 3. BIND rescues SCA2CAG104-induced neurites and synapse loss in mouse primary cortical neurons

(A) Representative images of Synapsin I staining of SCA2CAG104-transfected mouse primary cortical neurons. (B) Quantification of (A). Synapsin I puncta per 100 mm were

significantly decreased in SCA2CAG104-expressing neurons. (C) Representative images of Bassoon staining of mouse primary cortical neurons. (D) Quantification of (C).

SCA2CAG104 expression dramatically reduced Bassoon puncta in neurons. (E) Representative images of Homer1 staining of mouse primary cortical neurons. (F) Quantifi-

cation of (E). Homer1 expression was significantly decreased upon SCA2CAG104 transfection of neurons. (G–I) Primary (G), secondary (H), and tertiary (I) neurites in

SCA2CAG104-transfected neurons were diminished. (J) Representative images of synapsin I, bassoon, and homer1 staining of SCA2CAG104-expressing neurons upon

treatment of BIND. (K–M) Quantification of (J). BIND treatment restored the number of synapsin I, bassoon, and homer1 puncta in SCA2CAG104 neurons. (N–P) The diminished

primary (N), secondary (O), and tertiary (P) neurites in SCA2CAG104-transfected neurons were restored upon BIND treatment. Ten transfected neurons per replica were used

for quantification. Scale bars: 20 mm. Error bars represent ± SD. Statistical analysis was performed using one-way ANOVA. NS indicates no significance, ***p < 0.001.

Experiments were independently repeated for three times. Only representative images are shown.
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Figure 4. BIND inhibits sCAG RNA generation, CAG RNA foci formation, and polyQ protein aggregation in SCA2CAG104-expressing SK-N-MC cells

(A) BIND treatment rescued SCA2CAG104-induced cell death in a dose-dependent manner. (B) RT-PCR analysis showed that BIND treatment did not alter the transcript

level of SCA2CAG104. (C) The elevated levels of sCAG RNA, p-ATR, p-CHK1, p-ATM, p-CHK2, and cleaved caspase 3 proteins were suppressed upon the treatment of

BIND in SCA2CAG104-expressing SK-N-MC cells. BIND treatment restored NUDT16 at both mRNA and protein levels. (D) Fluorescence microscopic analysis showed that

the abundance of both CAG RNA foci and polyQ protein aggregates were reduced upon the treatment of BIND in a dose-dependent manner. (E) Filter-trap assay showed

that BIND reduced the level of SDS-insoluble polyQ protein in SCA2CAG104-expressing SK-N-MC cells. (F) BIND did not co-localize with CAG RNA foci nor polyQ protein

aggregates. Scale bars: 10 mm. Error bars represent ± SD. Statistical analysis was performed using one-way ANOVA. NS indicates no significance, ***p < 0.001. RNU66,

beta-actin, and beta-tubulin were used as loading controls. Experiments were independently repeated for three times. Only representative images, gels, and blots are

shown.
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SCA2CAG104-induced RNA foci and polyQ aggregates were observed to
gradually reduced in a dose-dependent manner (Figure 4D). Addition-
ally, filter-trap analysis verified the dose-dependent decrease in the level
of SDS-insoluble polyQ aggregates after treatment (Figure 4E). Our
108 Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 29 September 2022
fluorescence microscopic analysis further showed that TAT-BIND-
FITC did not co-localize with the CAG RNA foci nor the polyQ aggre-
gates (Figure 4F), indicating that TAT-BIND-FITC does not
interact with these toxic species. We further demonstrated that



Figure 5. BIND suppresses mutant Ataxin-2 protein translation

(A) BIND treatment reduced the soluble polyQ protein level in SCA2CAG104- but not

SCA2CAA/G104-expressing SK-N-MC cells. (B) Transcriptional levels of SCA2 were

not affected upon the treatment of BIND. (C) In vitro protein translation assay

demonstrated that BIND treatment inhibited protein translation of SCA2CAG104
but not SCA2CAG22 and SCA2CAA/G104. Beta-actin and beta-tubulin were used as

loading controls. Experiments were independently repeated for three times. Only

representative gels and blots are shown.
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TAT-BIND-FITC reduced RNA foci formed by the untranslatable
SCA2DATGCAG115 transcripts (Figures S4A and S4B). Regarding protein
aggregation, polyQ aggregates formed by SCA2CAG104 could be sup-
pressed upon the treatment of TAT-BIND-FITC (Figures S4A, S4C,
and S4D). In contrast, BIND failed to mitigate protein aggregation in
cells transfectedwith thenon-continuousCAGconstruct SCA2CAA/G104.
This highlights that CAG continuity in the mutant gene plays a deter-
mining role in BIND suppression. These findings are in line with our
previous observation that BIND binds expanded CAG RNA.12
BIND treatment inhibits mutant Ataxin-2 protein translation

We attempted to further delineate BIND’s effect on the suppression of
polyQ protein aggregates in SCA2CAG104-expressing cells (Figure 4D).
We found that BIND treatment only leads to a reduction in the
SCA2CAG104 protein level (Figure 5A) but not SCA2CAG104 transcript
level (Figure 5B). Given that we previously demonstrated a direct and
physical interaction between BIND and SCA2 transcripts,12 we hy-
pothesized that BIND associates with transcribed SCA2CAG104 RNA,
through which it interferes with SCA2 polyQ protein translation.
To test this, we conducted an in vitro protein translation assay and
found that BIND treatment inhibits protein translation
of SCA2CAG104 but not unexpanded SCA2CAG22 and SCA2CAA/
G104 which lacks a continuous CAG tract (Figure 5C). Combined
with the finding demonstrating that BIND is not capable of sup-
pressing protein aggregation of the non-continuous CAG-repeat
SCA2CAA/G104 gene product (Figure S4A), our data further support
that BIND does not directly act on protein aggregation; instead, it in-
fluences protein aggregation indirectly through compromising
mutant polyQ protein translation.

BIND treatment suppresses the sequestration of endogenous

TDP-43 protein into mutant Ataxin-2 protein aggregates

In 2006, the 43 kDa transactivation response (TAR) DNA-binding
protein (TDP-43) was reported as the major disease component in
ubiquitinated inclusions in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) and
frontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTLD).26 Subsequent studies
further highlighted that TDP-43 is susceptible to misfolding, which
induces neuronal cytotoxicity, in other neurodegenerative diseases
(including polyQ diseases).27 Interestingly, TDP-43 was shown to
be sequestered into polyQ protein aggregates through a Q/N-rich
domain at the C terminus.28 We thus aimed to investigate whether
TDP-43 protein would form pathologic aggregates in our Ataxin-2
cell models and whether BIND would inhibit such aggregation. Fluo-
rescence microscopic analysis showed that, along with increased CAG
RNA foci and polyQ aggregates, abnormal TDP-43 aggregates were
accumulated in SCA2CAG42/72/104-expressing cells, and such aggrega-
tion was positively correlated with the CAG-repeat lengths of the
Ataxin-2 constructs (Figures 6A and 6F). We further found that all
of the microscopically visible TDP-43 aggregates were positively
stained for mutant Ataxin-2 protein (Figures 6B and 6D). However,
we did not find that TDP-43 co-localized with expanded CAG
RNA foci (Figures 6B and 6C).

More importantly, TAT-BIND treatment not only reduced polyQ
aggregation (Figures S5A–S5D) but also released aggregated TDP-
43 (Figures 6E, 6F, and S5A) in SCA2CAG42/72/104-transfected cells.
Thus, the subsequently enhanced cell death was fully suppressed
(Figure S5E). BIND treatment interferes with disease protein trans-
lation followed by a reduction in polyQ protein aggregation (Fig-
ure 5 and S4). The reduction of soluble mutant Ataxin-2 protein
in the SCA2CAG104-expressing cells was accompanied with a restora-
tion of soluble TDP-43 protein level (Figure 6G). This highlights a
beneficial effect of BIND’s action on inhibiting polyQ protein
translation.
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Figure 6. BIND released endogenous TDP-43 protein from Ataxin-2 protein aggregates

(A) The recruitment of TDP-43 protein to Ataxin-2 aggregates was positively correlated with the CAG repeats. (B) Endogenous TDP-43 co-localized with polyQ protein ag-

gregates but not CAG RNA foci. Scale bars: 10 mm. (C and D) Quantification of (B). (E) TDP-43, polyQ protein aggregates, and CAG RNA foci were diminished upon the

treatment of BIND in SCA2CAG104-expressing SK-N-MC cells. Scale bars: 10 mm. (F) Quantification of (E). (G) Western blot analysis showed that BIND treatment restored

the soluble TDP-43 protein level and reduced the soluble polyQ protein in SCA2CAG104-expressing SK-N-MC cells. Error bars represent ± SD. Statistical analysis was per-

formed using one-way ANOVA. NS indicates no significance, ***p < 0.001. Beta-tubulin was used as loading control. Experiments were independently repeated for three

times. Only representative images and blots are shown.
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DISCUSSION
Expanded repeat mutant transcripts, mutant proteins, microscopi-
cally visible mutant RNA foci, and protein aggregates have been re-
ported to play certain roles in the pathogenesis of repeat expansion
diseases.29,30 Small CAG RNA is produced through the cleavage of
elongated mutant CAG transcripts by the endonuclease Dicer.9,15

The sCAG products trigger gene silencing of CUG-containing tran-
scripts via the RNA-induced silencing complex.9,10 More than
12,000 human mRNAs carry at least two consecutive CUG triplet
repeats.31 Although not all of these CUG-containing mRNAs are
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expressed in the nervous system, their numbers highlight that sCAGs
produced frommutant CAG transcripts can elicit a spectrum of gene-
silencing effects that contribute to neuronal dysfunction and degener-
ation. Expanded CAG RNA is aggregation prone, and RNA foci
formed in cells recruit cellular proteins such as RNA splicing fac-
tors,5,32 leading to spliceopathies. Besides being substrates used for
the production of sCAG RNA or taking part in RNA foci formation,
intact expanded CAG RNAs that are accessible to the translational
machinery produce expanded polyQ protein. Both insoluble and
microscopic aggregated forms of mutant polyQ proteins play
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principal pathogenic roles in polyQ degeneration.1 Increasing
numbers of polyQ protein species are being identified and assigned
to different downstream pathogenic pathways.33–35 A more thorough
understanding of the pathogenic pathways mediated through individ-
ual toxic polyQ species will enable us to unravel the most upstream
step of pathogenesis and to devise new therapeutic strategies targeting
this neurotoxic culprit to treat polyQ degeneration.

In a cell-based model of Ataxin-2, we detected sCAG RNA produc-
tion, RNA foci formation, and polyQ protein aggregation and further
demonstrated that the abundance of these pathological hallmarks
correlated with CAG-repeat length and expression time (Figures 1
and S2). Previous investigations also reported that the overexpression
of mutant Ataxin-2 induced cell death in a polyQ length- and time-
dependent manner.36 Besides, using SCA2DATGCAG115 and SCA2-

CAA/G104 models, we demonstrated that sCAG RNA, CAG RNA
foci, and polyQ protein all contribute to mutant Ataxin-2 cytotoxicity
(Figure 2). We further observed that mutant Ataxin-2 induced synap-
tic defects characterized by the reduction of both pre- and postsyn-
aptic components and significant neurite loss in a mouse primary
cortical neuron model (Figure 3). This finding is consistent with
the spine morphological defects observed in an Ataxin-2 knockin
mouse model.37 Transcribed expanded CAG RNA is the most up-
stream toxic culprit of these neurotoxic species (sCAG RNA, CAG
RNA foci, and polyQ protein aggregates). As such, targeting the
CAG RNA to block all of the downstream pathogenic pathways
represents a novel therapeutic strategy.

We previously identified a 21 amino acid peptide inhibitor,12 BIND,
that can suppress mutant GGGGCC repeat toxicity, inhibit RNA foci
formation, and reduce dipeptide repeat protein production in C9ALS/
FTD models.38 This inhibitor was derived from the wild-type NCL
protein sequence and has no cytotoxic effect in primary cortical
neurons at a dose of 25 mM.12 Our earlier work also showed that
BIND can rescue the CAG toxicity of polyQ degeneration in vivo.
Mechanistically, BIND suppresses the nucleolar stress induced by
mutant expanded CAG RNA in HEK293 cellular and Drosophila
polyQ disease models.12 Given the comprehensive suppression effects
of BIND on GGGGCC toxicity, we performed a thorough investiga-
tion of its mechanisms of action in polyQ degeneration. Upon
treatment with 10 mM TAT-BIND, both neuronal synaptic defects
(Figure 3) and cytotoxicity (Figures 4A and 4C) were almost
completely ameliorated in both our primary neuron and SK-N-MC
Ataxin-2 cell models. Such observations are consistent with our
previous findings12 and further highlight the therapeutic potential
of this peptide inhibitor in neurons. Zhang et al.12 reported that
BIND interacts directly with Ataxin-2 CAG RNA and that its binding
affinity for CAG RNA is CAG-repeat-length-dependent. Interest-
ingly, we showed that BIND does not alter mutant Ataxin-2 gene
transcription (Figure 4B). We further investigated the suppression ef-
fects of BIND on three hallmark pathogenic species (sCAG RNA,
RNA foci, and polyQ protein aggregates) in our Ataxin-2 cell model.
We discovered that sCAG RNA production, mutant Ataxin-2 RNA
foci formation, and Ataxin-2 polyQ protein aggregation were
diminished (Figures 4C–4E). This finding pinpoints BIND’s action
on mutant Ataxin-2 transcripts, through which it inhibits Dicer
action on sCAG RNA production.7

We did not observe co-localization of BIND and CAG RNA foci (Fig-
ure 4F). This suggests that BIND does not act by dissolving RNA foci
that have already formed. Rather, we argue that BIND interferes with
inter-molecular mutant Ataxin-2 RNA association and the interac-
tions of these RNAs with cellular proteins to form RNA foci.5

When Dicer expression was knocked down in the untranslatable
SCA2DATGCAG115-expressing cells, we detected only CAG RNA foci
(Figure 2I) but not sCAG RNA production (Figure 2H) nor polyQ
protein aggregation. Residual cell death was observed in such cells,
indicating that CAG RNA foci were cytotoxic (Figure 2K). The inhib-
itory effect of BIND on CAG RNA foci cytotoxicity can be mediated
through its direct physical interaction with expanded SCA2 CAG
RNA.12 It was previously reported that treating Huntington’s disease
patient fibroblasts with complementary CUG oligonucleotide could
reduce RNA foci formation.39 This argues that the direct physical
association of suppression agents, such as the BIND peptide, with
mutant CAG RNA transcripts may serve as a physical barrier to
interfere with inter-molecular CAG RNA and/or CAG RNA-protein
interactions, and as a result, RNA foci formation is inhibited.

We showed that BIND treatment reduces soluble polyQ protein
expression in SCA2CAG104-expressing cells (Figure 5A) and dimin-
ishes polyQ protein aggregation (Figure 4D). In contrast, no
such suppression effect was observed in cells transfected with the
SCA2CAA/G104 construct whose CAG-repeat continuity are interrup-
ted by the alternative glutamine codon CAA (Figures 5A and S4A).
In addition, our in vitro protein translation analysis demonstrated
that BIND treatment only inhibited protein translation of the
SCA2CAG104 construct but not that of the SCA2CAA/G104 construct
(Figure 5C). As CAG-repeat continuity is the only difference between
the SCA2CAG104 and SCA2CAA/G104 constructs, this strongly argues
that the direct binding of BIND on continuous expanded CAG-repeat
RNA in SCA2CAG104mediates protein translation inhibitory of BIND,
which leads to the suppression of protein toxicity in the Ataxin-2 cell
model.

The BIND sequence does not contain any consecutive glutamine
stretches, and it is therefore unlikely that it interacts with polyQ pro-
teins to prevent aggregate formation like previously reported peptide
inhibitors.40,41 Our immunofluorescence results support this line of
thought. We did not observe co-localization of BIND with mutant
Ataxin-2 protein aggregates (Figure 4F). Taken together, occupying
continuous expanded CAG RNA sequences is considered to be a
key mechanistic basis for the protective effects of BIND against
sCAG RNA, RNA foci, and polyQ protein toxicities of mutant
Ataxin-2.

The TDP-43 protein contains two RRMs.42 Despite its normal cellular
roles in RNAmetabolism, such as RNA splicing, TDP-43 has been de-
tected in polyQ protein aggregates in patients with polyQ disease,43
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including those with SCA2.44 A structural-functional study showed
that the glutamine/asparagine-rich region in the C-terminal domain
of TDP-43 mediates the sequestration of this protein into polyQ pro-
tein aggregates.28 Consistent with this finding, our immunofluores-
cence results revealed the co-localization of TDP-43 with mutant
Ataxin-2 polyQ protein aggregates (Figures 6B and 6D). Our
Ataxin-2 cell model includes both RNA foci and polyQ protein aggre-
gates, allowing us to investigate whether TDP-43 associates with CAG
RNA foci. Although TDP-43 contains two RRMs, we did not observe
its co-localization with RNA foci (Figures 6B and 6C). This finding
suggests that unlike spliceopathies, which are caused by the associa-
tion of splicing factors such as muscleblind-like 1 with mutant
CAG RNA,29 the sequestration of TDP-43 to polyQ aggregates, but
not RNA foci, likely plays a major role in the RNAmetabolism defects
seen in polyQ pathogenesis.

Importantly, we found that the sequestration of TDP-43 into polyQ
aggregates was totally suppressed upon BIND treatment
(Figures 6E and 6F). Although only Ataxin-2 protein with intermedi-
ate-length polyQ tracts (27–33 Qs) was reported to associate with
TDP-43 in patients with ALS,45 BIND is likely a potent therapeutic
candidate for ALS. Further modification of BIND to target interme-
diate-length CAG RNA should reduce the involvement of Ataxin-2
proteins and lower the risk of developing ALS. The GGGGCC repeat
RNA-associated toxicity-alleviating property of BIND38 also warrants
further investigation of its potential in the treatment of ALS and other
neurodegenerative diseases.

In summary, the peptide inhibitor BIND targets multiple toxic species
in polyQ pathogenesis. BIND does not influence mutant CAG tran-
script levels (Figure 4B). By directly interacting with mutant CAG
transcripts,12 BIND interferes with sCAG RNA production, CAG
RNA foci formation, and polyQ protein translation. Fusing the cell-
penetrating peptide TAT46 to the N terminus of BIND facilitates effi-
cient cellular uptake of BIND.12 When appended to BIND, the 11
amino acid TAT cell-penetrating peptide sequence increases the mo-
lecular size. This modification reduces the chances of the molecule
crossing the blood-brain barrier and makes BIND more vulnerable
to proteolytic degradation during drug delivery. Further modifica-
tions to the N- and C termini of BIND will further improve its stabil-
ity and ability to enter the brain. For instance, we previously showed
that lipidation can be used to replace the TAT sequence to achieve
greater stability, cell penetration, and brain uptake of peptide
inhibitors.47

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plasmids, siRNAs, and peptides used in this study

The pEGFPCAG27/78
14 and pcDNA3.1-SCA2CAG22/42/72/104-myc11 con-

structs were described previously. To generate the pSCA2CAG22/104-
EGFP construct, the SCA2CAG22/104 DNA fragments were subcloned
from pcDNA3.1-SCA2CAG22/104-myc to pEGFP-N1 (Clontech
Laboratories) using XhoI and HindIII. To generate the pcDNA3.1-
SCA2DATGCAG115 and pcDNA3.1-SCA2CAA/G104-myc constructs, the
SCA2DATGCAG115 and SCA2CAA/G104 DNA fragments were synthe-
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sized by GENEWIZ and subcloned into pcDNA3.1 vector using
XhoI and EcoRI. Dicer (L-003483-00) ON-TARGETplus SMART-
pool small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) were purchased from Dhar-
macon, Horizon Discovery. Non-targeting siRNA (D-001210-01-50)
was used as control.

TAT-BIND and TAT-BIND-FITC peptides were purchased from
GenScript (Piscataway, NJ, USA). Original sequence of BIND was
AEIRLVSKDGKSKGIAYIEFK. The TAT cell-penetrating peptide
sequence, YGRKKRRQRRR,48 was attached to the N terminus of
BIND. FITC was attached to the C terminus of TAT-BIND for fluo-
rescence detection. All peptides used were high-performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC) purified and with a purity over 90%.

Cell culture, transfection, and drug treatment

SK-N-MC cells (American Type Culture Collection [ATCC]) were
cultured in DMEM (GE Healthcare BioSciences) supplemented
with 10% fetal bovine serum and 1% penicillin–streptomycin. The
cells were maintained in a 37�C humidified cell culture incubator
supplemented with 5% CO2. DNA constructs and siRNA were
transfected with Lipofectamine 2000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and
Lipofectamine RNAiMAX (Thermo Fisher Scientific), respectively.
After transfection, TAT-BIND or TAT-BIND-FITC peptides were
applied with Opti-MEM medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific).

Mouse primary cortical neuron culture, transfection, and drug

treatment

Mouse primary cortical neurons were harvested from E16 embryos of
C57BL/6J wild-type mouse and cultured as previously described.10

Briefly, cortical lobes were dissected out in ice-cold PBS glucose.
Cortices were digested in trypsin solution after removing the
meninges. Primary cortical neurons were cultured on poly-l-lysine-
coated (0.05 mg/mL) glass coverslips in 24-well plates (50,000 cells
per well). Neurons were maintained in a 37�C humidified cell culture
incubator supplemented with 5%CO2 and were allowed to mature for
5 days before transfection and drug treatment.

Primary neurons were transfected with DNA constructs together with
Lipofectamine LTX and Plus Reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific).
Following the manufacturer’s protocol of 4 h posttransfection, culture
medium was refreshed, and the TAT-BIND peptide of 10 mM was
treated. Neurons were further incubated for 48 h to allow recovery
and ectopic expression. All animal procedures were approved by
the CUHK Animal Experimentation Ethics Committee.

Immunocytochemistry

For immunostaining, neurons were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde
for 10 min at room temperature, followed by permeabilizing with
0.2% Triton X-100 in PBS for 10 min. After permeabilization, neurons
were blockedwith 1%BSA in PBS for 1 h at room temperature. Primary
antibody incubation was performed in 1% BSA overnight at 4�C. After
washing with PBS 5 times, samples were incubated with secondary an-
tibodies in 1%BSA in dark for another hour at room temperature. Sam-
ples were stained with 1 mg/mL 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI)
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solution for nuclei and then washed with PBS 5 times, followed by
mounting and examination under a confocal microscope (Leica TCS
SP8 high-speed imaging system with CO2 incubator). To analyze the
neurite arborization and quantify the synaptic markers, primary neu-
rons were stained withMAP2 (1:10,000; ab5392, Abcam) and synapsin
I (1:200; ab8, Abcam), Bassoon (1:200; ab82958, Abcam), or Homer1
(1:200; ab97593, Abcam) antibodies. Quantification and statistical ana-
lyses were performed on the z stackedmaximal projected images by us-
ing Photoshop 2020 (Adobe Systems). Only EGFP-positive neurons
were used for the statistical analysis. Ten transfected neurons per repli-
cate were used in the analysis.

FISH

Cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde/DEPC-PBS for 15 min
and permeabilized with 0.2% Triton X-100/DEPC-PBS for 10 min
at room temperature. Samples were washed with DEPC-PBS twice
and hybridized with 30 nM denatured TYE563-labeled Affinity
Plus DNA probe (50-TYE563-C+TGC+TGC+TGCTG+CTG+C
TG+CT-3’; Integrated DNA Technologies)49 in hybridization buffer
(50% formamide, 10% dextran sulfate, 2� saline-sodium citrate
(SSC) and 50mM sodium phosphate buffer) for 4 h at 65�C. After hy-
bridization, cells were washed with 2� SSC/0.1% Tween-20 buffer 3
times at 65�C, followed by further washing with 0.1� SSC buffer 3
times at 65�C. Cells were then blocked with 1% BSA in DEPC-PBS
for 1 h at room temperature and stained with anti-myc (1:200;
2276, CST) and anti-TDP-43 (1:100; ab109535, Abcam) overnight
at 4�C. After washing with DEPC-PBS 5 times, cells were incubated
with secondary antibodies in dark for 1 h at room temperature. Nuclei
were counterstained with DAPI solution prior to mounting on cover
slips. Images were obtained using a Leica TCS SP8 confocal
microscope.

RNA extraction and RT-PCR

Total cellular RNA was isolated from SK-N-MC cells using TRIzol re-
agent (Thermo Fisher Scientific), followed by RT using the ImProm-
IITM Reverse Transcription System (Promega) according to the man-
ufacturer’s instructions. RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen) and RNeasy
MinElute Cleanup Kit (Qiagen) were used for the purification of small
RNA species following the manufacturer’s instructions. After purifica-
tion, enriched small RNAs were then polyadenylated using poly(A) po-
lymerase (Ambion) in the presence of MnCl2 (2.5 mM) and ATP
(1 mM) for 1 h at 37�C. polyA-tailed small RNAs were then annealed
with a polyT-enriched RT adapter (50-CGAATTCTAGAGCTCGAG
GCAGGCGACATGGCTGGCTAGTTAAGCTTGGTACCGAGCTC
GGATCCACTAGTCCTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTAC-30),
followed by the RT reaction.9 Primers used in this study were sCAG-F,
50-CAGCAGCAGCAGCAGCAG-30; sCAG-R, 50-CGAATTCTAGA
GCTCGAGGCAGG-30; RNU66-F, 50-GTAACTGTGGTGATGGAA
ATGTG-30; RNU66-R, 50-GACTGTACTAGGATAGAAAGAACC-
30; NUDT16-F, 50-CTGCGCTACGCCATACTGAT-30; NUDT16-R,
50-GTCAGACGCTTGGCATAGAAG-30; SCA2-CAG-F, 50-CTCAC
CATGTCGCTGAAG-30; SCA2-CAG-R, 50-CGAGGACGAGGAGA
CC-30; CAG27/78-F, 50-AAAAACAGCAGCAAAAGC-30; CAG27/78-
R, 50-TCTGTCCTGATAGGTCC-30; b-actin-F, 50-ATGTGCAAG
GCCGGTTTCGC-30; b-actin-R, 50-CGACACGCAGCTCATTGT
AG-30.

Protein sample preparation, western blotting, and antibodies

used in this study

Proteins were extracted from SK-N-MC cells using SDS sample buffer
and boiled at 99�C for 10 min prior to western blotting. Primary
antibodies used were anti-NUDT16 (SAB2107004, 1:2,000) from
Sigma-Aldrich; anti-p-ATR (2853, 1:1,000), anti-p-ATM (5883,
1:1,000), anti-p-CHK1 (2348, 1:1,000), anti-p-CHK2 (2197, 1:1,000),
anti-cleaved caspase 3 (9664, 1:500), and anti-myc (2276, 1:2,000)
from Cell Signaling Technology; anti-Dicer (ab14601, 1:2,000), anti-
TDP-43 (ab109535, 1:2,000), and anti-b-tubulin (ab6046, 1:2,000)
from Abcam; and anti-GFP (JL-8, 1:4,000) from Clontech. Secondary
antibodies were goat anti-rabbit (11-035-045, 1:5,000) and goat anti-
mouse (115-035-062, 1:5,000) from Jackson ImmunoResearch.

Filter-trap assay

Cells were lysed in 2% SDS solution and diluted to a final volume of
200 mL. Protein samples were then loaded to a 48-well Bio-Dot micro-
filtration apparatus and filtered with cellulose acetate membrane
(pore size = 0.2 mm; Sartorius Stedim Biotech, Goettingen, Germany).
The membrane was then blocked with 5% non-fat milk prior to pri-
mary antibody incubation (anti-myc, same condition used for west-
ern blotting) for aggregated protein examination.

In vitro protein translation assay

The in vitro protein translation assay was performed using 1-step hu-
man coupled IVT kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. In each reaction, 4 mg DNA template
was used, and the reaction was incubated for 6 h at 30�C. The in-vi-
tro-translated protein was then subjected to western blotting for
evaluation of the protein expression level.

Comet assay

Single-cell nuclear DNA damage were evaluated using Comet assay
Kit (Trevigen) under alkaline condition, following the manufacturer’s
instructions. Comet images were captured using a Nikon DS-Ri2
camera attached on a BX51 fluorescence microscope. For image anal-
ysis and quantification, 100 cells per replicate were analyzed using
Open Comet and Image J software.

Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) assay

Upon cytotoxic insults, eukaryotic cellular membrane may damage
and release the cytosolic LDH to cell culture medium. The enzyme ac-
tivity has been shown to be directly proportional to cell death. The
LDH assay is a standard colorimetric quantitative assay to measure
the enzyme activity.50 The LDH assay on SK-N-MC cells were
performed according to manufacturer’s instructions (CytoTox 96
Non-Radioactive Cytotoxicity Assay Kit, Promega).

Statistical analyses

Differences between each group were determined using one-way
ANOVA followed by post hoc Tukey’s test. NS denotes not
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significant. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001, which are consid-
ered statistically significant.

Data availability statement

All study data are included in the article and/or supplemental
information.
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